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The last General Assembly held in Tbilisi last year had set several priorities for this year that we, both with
the EC, the office, and the help of the Member Organisations and partners of FYEG, have been working on
the implementation of diverse activities, campaigns and processes that will be defined in this document.
Obviously, plans are challenged and need adaptation when facing reality, and this year has been especialy
challenging in these regards. Externally, the green and European movement has never been so powerless,
face to the refugee crisis and the antiEuropean, xenophobic and nationalist discourses. EUTurkey deal,
Troika and austerity pressures, democratic crisis, Brexit : the very much existence of the European Union
has never been so questioned, the utopias and its funding principles has never been so weakened. The
climate mobilisations silenced by the terror mournings and threats, the secret continuation of the TTIP
negotiations, the perduration of inequalities. Internally, the departure of our Secretary General in November,
and the logistics relative to her departure and the hiring of a new responsible for the office had definitely a –
negative impact on our work and activities.
However, thanks to the directions given by the previous activity plan, the renewal of our structures and
activists, but also thanks to the support and cooperation with our Mos, we could still carry out, rather
successfully, various, regular activities all year long. In July, we gathered dozens of young greens and
young workers working on refugees' rights in Malta, we mobilised over a hundred young greens to take part
of protests and actions in Paris' COP21 civil society mobilisations, we coorganised with our partners diverse
thematic events and trainings, in Tirana, London, … ? The year was also intense with structural meetings,
with the traditional Working Groups meeting in november and of course the Strategic Planning Meeting that
set a departure point for longterm ambitious changes within the federation. In addition, the EC conducted
visits to Mos (Macedonia, Greece), MO's Gas, networking meetings (Diem25 in Berlin, #NuitDebout in
Paris), and worked closely with our existing partners, EGP, GGEP, CDN and YFJ all over the year.
The following document will have the same structure as the one of the Strategic planning process, with the
goal to evaluate and report as broadly but also precisely of what happened. We have chosen to introduce
each part with the relevant mention in the 20152016 activity plan, therefore focusing accountancy to the
Activity plan you had adopted at last GA, and foster longterm critical thinking on the way we plan and
engage into activities, from year to year.

I.

ACTIVITIES AND CAMPAIGNS

“In the first half of the mandate, the organisation will focus on the 
climate campaign
 the crosssectional nature of

the topic means other issues (whether it is TTIP, food, migration or something entirely different) can be linked to the
central issue of climate.
In the second half of the term, we will focus on other issues and slow down the campaign work, focusing on triggering
debate on specific issues, especially with regards to 
creating a Europe and a world based on equity, equality and
justice.
We propose that this is the topic of the WinterCamp. The following contentwise topics should also be
communicated within this topical framework.”

A. CLIMATE ACTIVITIES
This year, the word that everyone had on his tongue was : “
Climate action
”, and we were waking up every
morning with the wish that our heads of states would listen to the rumor of the streets  more than a rumor, it
was an astonishing noise that echoed from the US to Australia, going through Europe. The European Young
Greens mobilised, according to our plans, and even more, to bring youth and civil society’s voice loud and
lobby for real change. Although the conclusions adopted in Paris are a timid step to concrete solutions, we
can say that for us, this whole year of mobilisations towards the COP21 was a great exercise of what we
could do, what we could reach, and what we are ready to do for the future COPs as young greens.

1. Climate Campaign
The FYEG #itsourfuckingfuture climate campaign lasted from December 2014January 2016. In this time,
several Young Greens planned and executed a comprehensive Climate Campaign for the lead up to the
COP21. The team met throughout this period, regularly online and offline, and alongside both ECs of their
mandate. The members of the team fluctuated throughout the mandated due in part to outside obligations
and a change in EC. The team also took part in lead a session at the FYEG/CDN/GEF Climate Seminar in
Albania which aimed at enhancing climate activism in the Balkans.
The campaign resulted in several online materials which can be found at 
http://fyeg.org/climate
as well as
some printed material which included:

A set of Climate Solutions stickers (financed the German Young Greens of Northern Westphalia)

A set of “There is No Planet B” stickers (financed from the Climate Campaign’s budget which had
been fundraised by the 201415 EC)

Pamphlets about our Demands for the COP21 (financed as a follow up of the CDN/FYEG/GEF
Climate Seminar in Albania)

COP Report written by the FYEG Climate Delegation (financed by GEF)
Alongside the FYEG Climate Campaign team was the Climate Delegation which sent 4 Young Greens to
both the Bonn Intercessionals and COP21 in Paris. This group provided FYEG with an overview of the state
of the climate negotiations with publications on the Ecosprinter and wrote the COP Report, a thorough
overview of the UNFCCC, which was published by GEF and distributed at the EGP Council in Lyon and
during FYEG’s activities in Paris during the COP21.

2. Paris’ activities :The AlterCOP seminar and D12 mobilisation event
“In order to monitor the progress of the COP summit, we will run a seminar in parallel with the Summit in Paris. This will include:



training on the UNFCCC process and how it works (or does not work)

an update from the COP delegation, with an insider view into any developments




an action as part of the closing of the climate campaign.

capacity building to allow participants to share on their skills amongst their own organisations”

At the time the activity plan was adopted last GA, there were high hopes that our Erasmus + application for
organising a AlterCOP21 under the great auspices of the European Commission would succeed.
Unfortunately, we learned in July that it was not possible, and held in September, during our Executive
Committee meeting, an extensive meeting on this issue : what would we do during this COP21, 
how could
we bring together activists from all of our Member Organisations to mobilise and protest for
climate action?
Looking at what we got, in terms of financial possibilities, and looking at the agenda of
mobilisations in Paris longly prepared by the Coalition Climat 21 organisations, we decided to mix it all and
reached the possibility to actually organise two ‘seminars’, or ‘mobilisation gatherings’, one at the start of the
COP21, which would be the 
Alter COP21 Seminar,and one at the end, which would be the 
D12
Mobilisation event
. Obviously the terror attacks happening in Paris two weeks before, and the state of
Emergency adopted in France 4 days before the start of our activities increased both the difficulties, and the
stress for the prep team, but overall the bilan is worth to look at :

Most of our MOs were represented
in the overall two events

We took an active part to the 
COY11
 Conference of Youth with two workshops; one on 
Climate
refugees
with eminent specialist 
Francois Gemenne
; the other on
TTIP impact on European
Climate policy
with Lora Verheecke from CEO and Michael Bloss, FYEG exspokesperson and
GGEP assistant. Both sessions were very successful.

We mobilised young greens in key demonstrations and protests in the French capital : Human
Chains on N29, D12 protests on the avenue de la Grande Armee, with fruitful cooperations with
organisations such as 350.org, Alternatiba and Friends of the Earth.

Coordination with our Member Organisation on stage Les Jeunes Ecologistes

Strong linkages with 
our delegation
within the negotiations, led by Anton and Cecile, who trained our
participants with their insider knowledge, and contributed greatly to civil society linkages, spreadth
of information about the COP21 negociations, and actions from within.

And 
two weeks
of original actions, protests and creative gatherings aimed at countering the state of
emergency !
The overall bilan of the Paris activities can be find in 
annex to this document
. These two activities were
made possible thanks to the support of the Green Group at the European Parliament who greatly supported
us with facilities and fundings.

B. MIGRATION RELATED ACTIVITIES

“The engagement of the Federation on Migration issues needs to be strengthened, and we will encourage the
Working Group on Migration to work closely with the MOs and with the responsible EC person to develop specific
actions in the long run, involving all MOs to challenge borders and the Fortress Europe approach. We will build on the
learning from the climate and EU election campaigns to ensure this is backed up by a good visual identity.”

Although intense in terms of migration policies and reinforcement of the Fortress Europe, the struggle for
human rights and refugees’ cause has been yet difficult to apprehend for FYEG this year. The Migration WG
was very active and thankfully could see his members spread in different FYEG bodies (WGM, internship,
prepteams), which helped general communication within FYEG structures on the issue ; however concrete
action, facing such an overwhelming wrongdoing from our leaders, and the very dislocation of the European
ideals, was made difficult. The action on migration started actually in July with the organisation of the
Erasmus + supported project on Migration in the Mediterranean that took place in Malta, as we were hosted
by ADZ, the Maltese Young Greens. More than 40 participants coming from both FYEG member
organisations and other partners all over the Mediterranean gathered to discuss, debate, and be trained on
how to handle locally and as young workers from both sides of the Mediterranean. The intensive and
professional training on advocacy, as well as the diverse meetings with local NGOs and study visit to a
detention camp led to insightful discussions, but also, in the longer term, in the very first idea of organising
an event in Marrakech for the COP22 next year.
We also followed closely all along the year the changing EU migration policies’ reality and spread a number
of statements and press releases calling for concrete action from our respective governments, as well as
reactions to daytoday negotiations, that can be found on our webpage.

Young Greens go #overthefortress
During Easter holidays 2016 FYEG took part in a massive mobilisation to observe, document and share
stories from people who are stuck on the Balkans Route, as well as to travel down to Idomeni refugee camp
to documentate and testify the humanitarian crisis that have occurred after several countries in Balkan area
have closed their borders from desperate refugees. Young Greens go #overthefortress  media activist team
included 47 Young Green activists, depending of the day of mobilisation. Together with our small but
efficient team we travelled all the way down from Germany to Greece and produced several video blogs,
special reports and different contents to social media. With this group we visited Idomeni refugee camp, as
well as the forgotten Tabanovce camp located in Northern Macedonia. We also took part in two demos: one
taking place in Thessaloniki, and one in the AustrianItalian border in Brenner Pass.

C. TTIPRELATED ACTIVITIES

“The existing Action Team should continue its work, with one member of the EC being responsible for it.
●

We have already created a TTIPReader and strive to making a brochure out of it.
●

●

We will continue giving educational webinars to our Member Organisation

We will continue mobilising our network to take part in the Action Days against these corporate trade agreements”

This year the FYEG Action Team was transformed into one of FYEG’s working groups, as was voted on at the 2015
GA in Tbilisi. Unfortunately the Working Group was not very active throughout the year, but FYEG still continued their
work on TTIP. This included several statements made in response to the ongoing negotiations. The highlight of our
TTIP work was when several Young Greens joined the Green Group in the European Parliament for an antiTTIP
action that took place after the Strategic Planning Meeting in Brussels. We also partnered with the GGEP to print
some stickers for the TTIP campaign. FYEG continued to monitor the negotiations and working with the GGEP to
plan the ongoing Green mobilization against TTIP.

D. FIGHT AGAINST RIGHTWING EXTREMISM AND RIGHTWING POPULISM
“After having had a successful conference on the topic of countering the RightWing, it is to be decided by the new EC, if they want
to continue with a followup conference, specifically targeting MOs and MEPs and National Parties to develop a European approach
to deal with the rise of the right wing as suggested by the past conference. However, a necessary followup project of the
conference should be to bring to paper an alternative vision/imaginary of how we believe Europe should look like. This vision should
specifically take into consideration the lessons learned from analysing populist movements.”

In 20152016, FYEG has been dealing with the raise of rightwing extremism and populism in a more ad hoc
way, focusing on specific regional or local issues and publishing statements about concrete political
developments that were going in this direction, particularly in Poland, Slovakia and Turkey. The General
Assembly 2016 in Prague is taking place in the Visegrad region, particularly affected by this shift to the right
and will be focused on the crisis of democratic governance in Europe and the solutions to bring forward. At
the same time, FYEG engaged in a wide process of rethinking Europe’s future, building a positive alternative
vision to the Rightwing, which reflects in the choice of the topic of social rights in Europe for the summer
camp in Serbia, the plan to organize a conference on the Eurozone in the second half of 2016 and the
emerging cooperation with EGP’s Working Group on the Future of Europe.

E. OTHER PROJECTS
1. Twinning cities
“We plan:


To keep working on guidelines about “how to build a sustainable twinning between 2 local groups of young greens”. And
to keep supporting the ongoing twinning projects so that they manage to realize their action plan.




To try including volunteers who could be “godparents” of some twinning projects.

To organize a Twinning Cities Camp in October in Sweden. It is thought as a kickoff event in order to officially launch the
first twinning.


To develop cooperations between the FYEG and local stakeholders.

At the end of the mandate, we aim at supporting the implementation of some twinning projects, at writing complete and detailed
twinning cities guidelines and at making the Twinning Cities camp a regular event.”

The meeting between the representatives of FYEG member organization local branches aimed to increase
internal capacities of local organizations, workshops provided therefore focused largely on capacitybuilding:
local campaigning, recruitment of new members, tools for communication management, activist financial
literacy. The main objective was to have participants see value in connecting with each other through
Twinning partnerships.
The division into Twinning City pairs was done through a preferencebased system. The partnership teams
each prepared a working plan for future cooperation. Components of these plans include: specific shortterm
goal, deadlines, responsibilities, long term objectives, specific means of communication.

2. The olive Tree Branch Process
“We will continue the mandate of previous GA, continuing to run the online discussions between members of MOs and finalising in a
seminar in Brussels where the outcomes of the overall process can be discussed. Different options for funding a study visit to the
area will be evaluated and put forward to the MOs, although the main focus will be on the successful conclusion of the discussions
and maximising the inclusion of MOs in the process.”

The Olive Tree Branch project was launched as a followup of a discussion that happened at FYEG GA in
Strasbourg, 2014. The EC sent a call and constituted a Steering Team (ST) whose members were people
from the Peace WG that initiated the discussion at the GA, the EC and MO representatives. After the setting
of an agenda (retroactively approved by 2015 GA) and a first successful meeting, the work couldn’t progress
as wanted due to logistical difficulties and lack of involvement of ST members. The work progress was
already 3 months late with regards to the agenda when it was approved by the GA in 2015. After this GA,
the ST had to be renewed because of ending mandates nd the long timeframe of the OTB project, not easily
compatible with the relatively high turnover of activists within FYEG and the MOs.
A reduced ST nevertheless tried to keep on working on the project but later meetings showed though careful
preparation, it was difficult to find points on which participants would agree, as we moved deeper into the
topic.
Some Member Organisations still express interested in working on this topic within FYEG. If this discussion
is to happen, an amended framework would have to be defined with the interested parties in order to
improve our debate and allow for conclusions to be found.

II. STRUCTURES
“We will ensure that FYEG also looks at the long term and improves as an organisation.”

With the launch of the Structural Planning Process, as well as the departure of our Secretary General, this
year has been challenging on a structural point of view. Despite the challenges  or maybe thanks to them 
we were able to reflect intensely on longterm strategy for FYEG, that would be only possible through a
restructuration of our working style and capacity.

A. Internal organisation and SPP processes
“In the next year, the MOresponsible within the EC and the CoSpokespersons will run several such conferences for international
officers. The aim of the conference is to keep the Member Organisations informed about the activities of FYEG; to consult the plans
of FYEG with Member Organisations; to receive input from Member Organisations on future activities and to create networks
between Member Organisations. The online Member Organisations conference should also be used by Member Organisations to
ask for support, advice and inspiration from other Member Organisations on the challenges they are facing.”
“In the second half of the Year, the Member Organisations should have one inperson Meeting. The aim of the Meeting is to
brainstorm with the MOs on the activity plan for the next year of FYEG. It should be an politicalstrategical exchange between

Member Organisations on how FYEG can best cater for all MOs of all regions of Europe, what the future focus of the Organisation
should be and on how the network itself can be strengthened. A second part of the meeting should focus on capacity exchange
between Executives of MOs. MOs can teach each other on how to best campaign on the local level, on how best to organise the
internal bureaucracy, on how to best have impact in the press for example.
The EC will followup on this meeting with a concrete activity plan for the following mandate.”

Aside from ongoing communication and information exchange between the EC and the MOs about FYEG’s
activities, a Strategic Planning Meeting (SPM) was organised in February in Brussels by a prepteam the
Cospokespersons and the MOresponsible within the EC were part of. This event gathered delegates from
a vast majority of FYEG’s Member Organisations around the common objective of giving directions for
FYEG’s future. The discussions that happened at the SPM were given a followup by three groups
composed of EC, WG and MO representatives presenting a structural, a political and an activities related
report, that will be used to improve FYEG’s structures, objectives and means from 2016 already. As stated
in the Activity Plan for 20162017, the goal is to increase the number and the frequency of such meetings,
online and inperson, in order to have a continuous collective building and reform process of the Federation.

B. MOs investigation
This year, the GA gave the mandate, with the approval of MODOM as an applicant organisation and
according to the IRPs, for the EC to ‘investigate’ and produce a report to the GA about this organisation.
Three EC members therefore went on a MO visit on last september, which findings you can find in the EC’s
MODOM study visit report. We also looked into opportunities and possibilities to investigate and conduct
regional study visits in some regions where the young green movement is weak, or nonexisting (Italy, Baltic
region). However, because of lack of time and capacities, these study visits shall be conducted in the
coming mandate(s).
In the past mandate EC aimed for being present as much as possible at events of Member Organisation and
even be part in actions and demonstrations together with MOs.
The MOs have been coordinated on the bases of 4 regions: South, North,East and CenterWest

C. Spokespersons
“In the coming year, the Spokespeople should put a strong focus on outside communication. The Spokespeople should specially:

Liaise with the PressDepartment of the EGP and the Group to develop a plan on how to be more present in European
and National media

Liaise with Spokespeople of MOs in order to write common articles and opinion pieces for national medial

Strive for publishing at least one article or statement per month and also triggering debate on political content within and
between Member Organisations

The Spokespeople are also responsible for social media activities. They will take care that FYEG is regularly present on
different channels (at least 3 times per week on Facebook and once a day on twitter). The Erasmus+ intern is also tasked
with supporting the Spokespeople on that issue. Furthermore, they will investigate whether other social media platforms
should be a target for FYEG.”

According to 2015 Activity Plan, there was an accent put on external communication of FYEG this year. On
one hand, the external communication was discussed together with Member Organisations in the frame of
the SPM and Followup groups, which led to an assessment and concerted suggestions to be formulated.
This involvement and link with the MOs regarding external communication was also maintained all along the
year when statements were published by FYEG about national or regional issues, like on situations in
Poland or Turkey. Several papers, articles and statements were published, with a frequency generally higher
than the minimum set by the 2015 Activity Plan and shared with the Member Organisations network via
specific groups on the social media, so to trigger the debate on political content. The set goal for presence of

FYEG on social media was on average reached, with some periods or events leading to an higher
publication rate, while some others led us to slight under publication. The Erasmus+ interns were involved in
communication during their stay in FYEG’s office, particularly on specific projects like the improvement of
the newsletter or the #overthefortress campaign.

D. Office
“After having had a good experience with hosting an Erasmus+ volunteer we will strive to make this a permanent
solution for FYEG. We will actively search for such volunteers and also advocate on our website the possibility of
conducting and Erasmus+ internship with FYEG. In addition, we will further investigate the possibility of hosting an
European Voluntary ServiceVolunteer at FYEG and come to a decision if we want this by the middle of the year. The
treasurer will try to develop financial strategies in order to get more funding from our sources and from other sources
and will take into account the structures of financial support from MOs.”

The arrangement with the GGEP to share an intern could be set for two more terms and appears to be a
long term agreement with two regular deadlines a year. Calls for these internships have been widely
distributed using all FYEG communication channels. Due to insufficient administrative followup on the
procedure to have a European Voluntary ServiceVolunteer for FYEG, it has not been possible to make a
decision on this position yet. This investigation task is being managed by the office and decisions are
transferred to the next Executive Committee. The continuing work of the Treasurer in assessing financial
situation of FYEG and of the Office reporting about the space for improvement in its structure, as well as the
contribution of the FCC allowed the EC to decide on the hiring of a parttime office assistant from 2016 Fall
on, dedicated to administrative and/or accountancy tasks.

E. The Ecosprinter
The Ecosprinter had no major changes this year. The Ecosprinter Editorial Board continued to solicit, edit,
and publish stories submitted from Young Greens across Europe. They had coverage of two of FYEG’s
cornerstone events this year the COP21 in Paris with the COP21 delegation and the OvertheFortress
project on the Greek/Macedonian border to raise awareness about refugee issues. The Ecosprinter retained
their ongoing cooperation with the Green European Journal.

F. Working Groups
This was another difficult year for Working Groups. There were 10 working groups, with 61 people applying,
from 22 member organizations at the initial call for participants. We hosted a our annual Working Group
Meeting in October in Brussels. Overall participation within working groups continuously decreased and the
future of WGs was discussed in both a survey sent out to all FYEG members and within the Strategic
Planning Process.

III. PARTNERS
A. European Green Party
“The European Green Party will continue to be a major Partner of our organisation. We will strive to work together
with them in our campaigning on Climate Issues. We will strive for influencing their policies, including active
participation in Committee Meetings and at the party’s congresses, both with our own resolutions and amendments to
other resolutions.
For the election of the new Committee of the European Green Party, that will have a mandate of 4 years, we will
strive for having one FYEGrelated Member on that committee”

This year our cooperation with the European Green party has been positive again.
Despite external events that limited our common action in Paris for instance, there has been a long term
cooperation between FYEG and EGP, that is reflected both in structural meetings and support or
participation in each other’s activities.
Structurally, FYEG attended and actively took part in the EGP Committee meetings happening every 6th
week, reporting about our activities, and giving input on EGP topics to make the voice of the youth hear.
Meetings were organised between Spokespersons of FYEG and Presidents of the EGP, which are now set
to happen on a regular basis, and it was also agreed to have a full FYEG EC and EGP Committee meeting
at least once a year. Finally, the cooperation and communication between FYEG Office and EGP staff
improved.
From an activity point of view, FYEG and EGP collaborated mainly on the issue of climate, for instance in
Paris, for the Earth Day or in the frame of Ende Gelände to happen in two weeks. Contacts are being
currently taken in order to work with the EGP Working Group on Future of Europe. FYEG also took and will
take part in the EGP councils in Lyon and in Utrecht, following the political work, proposing amendments to
resolutions, organizing sessions, taking the floor in the plenary and using its voting rights to ensure the
representation and defend the interests of the youthwing in our European Green family.

B. GGEP
“We have successfully concluded a framework agreement with the Greens/EFA Group in the European Parliament.
It allows us to discuss common activities on the beginning of every year. We will continue the good work with the
GGEP, focussing on ensuring the agreement is fully implemented and working on making the work of the Parliament
more accessible to the grassroots.”

Following the framework agreement for cooperation with the GGEP, FYEG met with representatives of the
GGEP to exchange about projects and possible cooperations. FYEG took part in the retreat organised by
the GGEP in the European Parliament and participated in activities organised by the GGEP for instance in a
conference in Paris during the COP21 or in an action about TTIP in Brussels. FYEG was integrated in the
work of the GGEP on this issue particularly and is attending the meetings of the GGEP Working Group on
TTIP. Aside from this structural partnership, FYEG kept on being in close contact with specific MEPs
personally cooperating with us on different topics or events.

C. GEF
The Ecosprinter and Green European Journal joined in their first partnership to create a training for Green
journalists, June 1820, 2015, “Speak Up! Green Voices in the Media,” in London, England. The training
hosted a variety of speakers and featured various workshops on how to strengthen Green journalism.

From 3rd to 6th of September, FYEG was acting as a partner of the Congress of Young Europeans
organized by The Heinrich Böll Foundation, the Green European Foundation (GEF), the Ecopolis
Foundation. The aim of the congress was to discuss the future of Europe from youth perspective. The
Budapest Congress was evolved around the idea and theme of “CONTEMPORARY SPACE”: understanding
of and role in virtual, social, cultural, and all kinds of public spaces in Europe. The congress gathered 60
participants from all over Europe out of which many were representing FYEG MOs.
With generous support from the Green European Foundation we were able to print our COP Report:
Building Up For Paris, which was written by FYEG’s UNFCCC COP delegation. This booklet was given out
to Young Greens in Paris during the COP mobIlization, as well as at the European Green Party’s Council in
Lyon, France. In general, we had and built a trustful relationship with GEF during this year that we hope to
harvest in the coming years for future successful projects and cooperations.

D. Global Young Greens
“We will support GYG with the attempt to organise a GYGsummit.”

With the organisation of the Global Greens and EGP Council in spring 2017, we have decided to support the
Global Young Greens to gather their summit at this occasion, through the submission of a funding
application.
Fyeg supports the Global Young Greens to organize the GYG congress. This can

also be found in the activity plan 2016/2017.
E. Falafel network

“This next year the objective is to organise and implement together with our EuroMediterranean partners one or
more projects bringing together the EuroMediterranean youth on common issues (e.g. Migration, unemployment,
democracy, Human Rights…)”

Despite of our efforts and the nomination of an ECresponsible in task for “developing” an actually
nonexistent ‘Falafel/MADA’ network, the lack of capacity but also of external resources for such a massive
project, led us to reflect critically and decide collectively that the best solution would be to postpone the
constitution of such a network to a moment when we will have solid organisations able to support such a
network. We however already started the preparations for this day, in participating actively to the
EuroMediterranean activities and network successfully carried by the CNJC, the National Youth Council of
Catalonia. They organised two trainings this year to which we sent two young greens from our Member
Organisations, and we aim, in the long run, to constitute a substantial ‘pool’ of young green activists in our
MOs who will be able, interested in and skilled, to support potentially the establishment of such a network
when the day will come.
We however continued our efforts to insert global justice problematics, including Mediterranean
neighborhood, within our activities, in carrying out the Migration training in Malta last July, and applying for
two projects’ funding for next year, namely the COP22 project in Morocco, with three partners from the
Southern Mediterranean, and the Liverpool summit in next Spring in parallel to the GYG Congress, which we
aim at opening to nonEuropean region applicants.

F. CDN  Corporate Development Network Eastern Europe
The Executive Committee established soon after its election in June 2015 at the GA contact with CDN.
There have been three physical meetings of the relationship coordinators (Tbilisi, Tirana, Skopje). The EC
also attended the meeting with CDN in June. Members of the EC were prepteam members of CDNevents.
FYEG worked also close with CDN about potential MOs. CDN plays a crucial role in the coordination and
development of Eastern MOs within FYEG, as there are some overlapping MOs.



